
Its been a long couple of months since my last journal entry and a lot has changed. We are at the 

pointy end of wedding 

preparation with all the real hard decisions needing to be made. We have had to move in with my 

mum because work for Bruno had slowed down to the point where we had no income for weeks. 

But on the plus side, I have cracked the 100kg mark and am now wearing size 14 pants. I ran an 

obstacle course with CDPT for the first time... and considering I rolled my ankle on the walkthrough 

(embarrassing), I think I did quite well to keep going and not give up. The old me would have sat 

there like an old fat swine in swill shrieking that it hurt and she couldn't do it. But not this me! No 

freakin way was I gonna sit there while everyone else ran through the bush, swam through stinky 

cold water and had a ball crawling through mud. I wanted to be part of that! 

I have discovered a very big stubborn streak that will not allow anything to beat me. Nothing less 

than "Yes sir I can do this" will suffice. My renewed confidence means that I am attempting 

handsprings again after 10-15 years of being too scared to do them in case my stomach came back 

around and punched me in the face! I still struggle though. I find pushing tractor tyres in a group 

plays huge mental games with me. I feel like I am letting the others in my group down and sadly quit 

too easily. I struggle with food too. Organisation has never been a strong skill for me and in order to 

succeed, I need to organise my meals on the weekend and plan my menu at least the week before. 

So there are still a lot I need to work on but I'm getting there. 

By the end of August, my goal are more about my physical capabilities rather than weight loss. I 

want to be able to do a chin up... yes one chin up. Ok one is good but I'd like to get a few in before I 

drop off the bar. I want to be able to pull off the handspring not just land on my butt. I love the fact 

that my journey with CDPT is not just about weight loss. Its about my mindset as well. My way of 

thinking has completely changed... negative thoughts have made way for positive thinking. Failure 

has given way to goal setting and success and if I fall over at some stage, it's easier now for me to 

not give up. 


